Dependence of ICRF Antenna Loading on ELM Frequency, Type and Size\textsuperscript{1} S.J. DIEM, E.A. UNTERBERG, D.L. HILLIS, A.R. HORTON, P.M. RYAN, M. MURAKAMI, E.F. JAEGER, D.L. GREEN, D.A. RASMUSSEN, M.C. KAUFMAN, Oak Ridge National Laboratory, R.I. PINSKER, General Atomics, A. NAGY, Princeton Plasma Physics Laboratory — The ITER ICRF antenna is required to couple 20 MW to the plasma in the presence of edge localized modes (ELMs), which can cause very fast changes in the ICRF antenna loading \cite{swain2007}. Three fast wave antennas are in use on the DIII-D tokamak, one with a frequency of 60 MHz and two operating at 90 MHz. The impact of edge profile modifications due to ELMs on fast wave antenna loading was investigated during low power operation into ELMy H-mode discharges. A variety of diagnostics are used to study the edge plasma and antennas, including: fast ion gauges, filterscopes, and an edge reflectometer. Antenna loading as a function of ELM frequency, size and type will be reported.
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